DIY Papermaking: Additives & Inclusions

Materials needed to participate in the online workshop led by Sophia Hotzler
sophie.hotzler@gmail.com

Pulp tools / materials:
- kitchen blender
- junk mail/recycled paper scraps/old art work
- mould and deckle

For papermaking process:
- a bucket or storage container to use as a vat (needs to be larger than your frames/mould and deckle)
- cotton fabric: a great way to repurpose bed linens you have or source at a thrift store
- mesh paint strainer for catching fiber when draining your vat
- towels or a heavyweight non-fusible fabric interfacing or pellon (the pellon is not necessary to buy for this workshop but if you have some laying around then you are welcome to use it!) for couching the paper (can be found at a fabric store)
- access to water/sink & work in a space that can get a little wet or consider using a tarp to catch water drips

Additives & Inclusions:
- any found material, such as flowers (fresh or dried), yarn, thread, metal wiring–get creative!
- a tool for making small holes in the wet paper with
- rotary cutter & cutting mat